
2 Kings 18:1-8; John 2:23-3:21  

We’ve got a plant at home called amaryllis. We recently left for 9 days leaving it facing 

the living room. Upon our return we discovered that it was facing the window where it 

can get more sunlight! Had I not seen it I wouldn’t have believed it! It turned itself 180 

degrees towards the light. 

A similar thing we learned happens to a certain tree in South America. In the Amazon 

rainforest we were shown a walking palm which has got stilt roots. We were told that 

when another tree in the vicinity falls, the walking palm produces new roots in the 

direction of the light coming through the gap and at the same time the original roots 

which are away from the light rot away. In this way the tree ‘walks’ towards sunlight. 

This is a disputed theory but we found it fascinating.  

Today’s passages point to the same truth – we need to constantly readjust our position 

and actively search for the Lord whenever we are stuck in our ways, in our understanding 

or in our certainty that we know it all. We need to be more like Hezekiah and Nicodemus.  

Before I speak of either one of them, let’s backtrack a little and let’s think of Moses. He 

brought the people of Israel out of Egypt. They grumbled and complained many a time: 

they were to die in the wilderness, they didn’t have bread, and they didn’t have water. 

Their complaints were incessant. One time God decided to send them a plague of 

venomous snakes to make them realise that they are more blessed than they realise and to 

make them appreciate the freedom they’ve been given. They of course then started 

complaining about the snakes that were biting them. God then told Moses to make a 

snake of bronze – when people looked at it, they were healed and lived. 

Fast forward to Hezekiah’s time, we see the same snake still in the Temple. But this time 

an object which was to point to God who gives healing became an object of worship 

itself. It became an idol. We easily do that – we misplace trust in God and start venerating 

our buildings, organisational structures, people, relics, images or the Bible instead. All 

these are to serve as a pointer to God, a lens through which we see God and not an end in 

themselves. Hezekiah does what is right in the eyes of the Lord and smashes the bronze 

snake into pieces.  

All this is important when we come to the reading from the Gospel of John. Verses 14 

and 15 read: ‘Just as Moses lifted up the snake in the wilderness, so the Son of Man must 

be lifted up,
  
that everyone who believes may have eternal life in him.’ Just as God made 

healing possible through the use of the snake of bronze, the same way the Son of Man 

was to be the healing of humankind. The danger of overestimating the signs and 

misplacing trust is highlighted though in this whole conversation Jesus has with 

Nicodemus. 

Nicodemus comes to Jesus at night and instead of asking him who he is, he tells him what 

he knows based on the signs Jesus had performed. Other than the transformation of water 

into wine and clearing of the Temple courts, we do not have any indication to say what 



signs Jesus had performed. We read though that whatever he did do, it attracted a lot of 

people who believed in him. You’d think that’s great and Jesus should be pleased. But 

no, the end of chapter 2 says that he would not entrust himself to them because he knew 

what was in them. He knew how shallow and hollow their ‘faith’ based on miraculous 

signs was. Ultimately that is not what he was after. 

There’s always more we can’t see and understand. Meda Stamper in her commentary on 

this passage writes: ‘When we become too sure of what we know about Jesus (…), when 

we believe that we have grasped him at last, that is when we can perhaps expect to be 

undone like Nicodemus.  That undoing -- that overturning of our certainty -- may be a 

very good thing if it allows us to experience anew the miracle of our birth from above 

into eternal life, which has nothing to do with what we know or what we are (any more 

than our birth from our mother's womb did).  It is a gift of life from the heart of the 

Father, breathing the Spirit wind over us and through us, and opening our infant eyes to 

the Son, our Teacher, lifted up to draw all people to himself and his lesson of love.’
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It might be that Nicodemus had been truly transformed in time and received genuine faith 

in Jesus. We meet him twice more in this Gospel (no other Gospel mentions him by the 

way). First in chapter 7, when the Pharisees are upset about the following Jesus has, 

Nicodemus says to them: ‘Does our law condemn a man without first hearing him to find 

out what he has been doing?’ 

Then in chapter 21 Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea take Jesus’ body and give it a 

proper burial. Nicodemus himself brought 75 pounds of a mixture of myrrh and aloes to 

anoint Jesus’ body according to Jewish customs. This doesn’t prove anything – as John 

has been telling us all along, signs do not legitimize faith! – but might be an indication 

that he did become a follower of the way of Jesus.  

Jirair Tashjian writes: ‘Nicodemus represents people who carefully and cautiously must 

examine the new things that God may be doing and subject these to painstaking scrutiny 

in light of past traditions and experiences before jumping in and embracing them. We 

must allow people to respond to God in a variety of ways rather than prescribing a single 

mode.’
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We do indeed. A fresh start, a genuine transformation of a life – any life – is possible. 

Entrenched habits, life-long bitterness or hurt, pride or injustice can all be radically 

altered. Change will be painful sometimes and slow in coming but it is possible. The 

movie called ‘A League of Their Own’ tells the fictionalized story of the real-life All-

American Girls Professional Baseball League. It shows how mocked, undermined and 

marginalised the players were until slowly and gradually they proved women can play 

baseball too. Now there are female baseball, rugby and football players and nobody bats 

an eyelid. Slavery has been abolished, women have the right to vote, former colonies are 

all independent countries now. Even in Saudi Arabia women can drive now – who would 

have thought this was possible? Women can become ministers too – indeed this year we 
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celebrate 50
th

 anniversary of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland admitting 

women to the ministry of Word and Sacrament. As we celebrate, we are also painfully 

reminded that prejudice remains. In our sister Scottish Episcopal Church the Diocese of 

Aberdeen and Orkney has got a female Bishop-elect. Unfortunately there has been 

protests from within the diocese which is the most conservative diocese in Scotland. The 

Rev Canon Anne Dyer is determined to proceed with the consecration on the 1
st
 March.  

Whether in our personal, communal or social lives, change is always possible. In seeking 

that change it is important to constantly right ourselves towards the Light of the world, 

Jesus Christ. May we do that every day again and again. Amen.  


